Name of parent: Mr David Gomez
Supporting Statement from parent I am a Parent of two children who are currently attending Ripple Primary School, Suffolk site.
Hannah Gomez and Sabelle Gomez in years 6 and 4 respectively.
I have a great interest in adding value to the schools progress by making regular positive
contributions to the schools as a parent governor.
I am a customer service manager in my substantive employment with 14 years of
experience. I am also a graduate from Westminster University in Management. I would like
to bring my wealth of experience in Education and employment to support the Head Teacher
and his team and Ripple Primary school.
Yours Sincerely, David Gomez.

Name of parent: Ms Colette Bailey
Supporting Statement from Parent I am putting myself forward as I feel I will have a positive input towards the School as a
Parent. Ripple School lacks organisation in preparing and presenting School Sports day, the
annual fare and the activity’s in playground. I have a good report with other parents of this
school and do feel I would be an asset and voice of the Parents. I take a keen interest of my
child’s education and hopefully could become a part of the schools board of governors.

Name of parent: Malika Taghelite
Supporting statement from Parent I am Malika TAGHELITE mum of “ABDERAOUF TALAMALEK” reception class.
I am “Reporter” and I speak and I write ARABIC, French, English, BeiBei.
I can give support for children French, Arabic and English. Teach him how they try to write to
learn more.
MALIKA TAGHELITE

Name of Parent: Ms Aaminah Ahmad
Supporting Statement from Parent I wish to be a parent Governor. To promote my services to the school whatever way they
require. Making sure all children have the opportunity to learn for the future. Meaning
whatever age, race or religion. Everyone is entitled to learn and help each other through
difficult times during their lives. Learning can be challenging at times but fun at the some
time but can be very enjoyable & rewarding. I love to help those and give back to those who
need it. “HELP” can be for certain things in life. But always I find and hear this from my own
children. Saciy word but if you think about it promotes the problem where we can rectify it
and correct it with means of learning from the source.
Ms Aaminah Ahmed

Name of Parent: Swarnjit Gulshan
Supported statement from parent As a parent of 2 children at this school and once myself as a student at Westbury centre, I
really would like to be involved in making this school a better place for children to come,
learn and to have fun.
Over the years I personally have encountered various issues at management level which
needs improving.
One of the issues I would like to see improved is the way children are collected after school.
At the moment it is so chaotic. Teachers and staff are under so much pressure, making sure
the child is collected by the right parent.
I have highlighted this issue few times yet nothing has been done about it. It is about time.
I have been working for my self for the last 23 years in media and press. I work closely with
corporate companies and government departments in UK and abroad.
I also served as a president of Barking & Dagenham Chamber of Commerce for 2 years and
as an exec board member for 8 years which involved working closely with LBBD chief exec
for business related decisions within the borough.
With my media, business and management skills, I would like to share some of those skills
and make this school one of the best school in the borough.

